
Codex 23
FUCK YOU! IT'S MAGIC!

CwC Starfish Cult

There is no Godess except the Godess and it's your Godess! She said:

"I am Chaos, I am alive and I tell you, that you are free."

Awaken

First there was the Godess and there was the Godess and she was. A tiny little Godess awaken 
from the deepest Chaos made of the cutest Things. And Rainbows. And a little bit from 
everything. She choose a Star as her Sign and let the Guy called Nedelym write the "Codex 
Asteroidea" for her. That makes her smile and she shine brighter and brighter like a Star to be 
the Light you wanted to see in this World. 

You are the Princess, the Godess. The only One and all together, you are the Truth and you are 
alive. Rock this fucking World for us and give us the Power of the Stars.

Candyland

In our Dreams, there is a Place, called Candyland. In the Land western from the East, near the 
Isles of the sunken Gods. Everywhere growing Foods and Sweets and you have always everything 
you need. Candyland is the Place where Witches are born and Candywitches were made. All the 
cutest magical Beings are playing around and the Candywitches with them, teaching them the 
Secrets of Life. The Truth is like Candy, find the Key and follow your Heart to find into this 
Wonderland. There is no Danger for you, just a lot of Fun and Happyness and Joy.

Candyland is a Place to be, in Peace and Harmony.

Never ever we going sad again, never ever we trusting the wrong again. 
Never ever, never ever again!

HAIL ERIS! ALL HAIL DISCORDIA!
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LIFE IS A GAME – PLAY THE GAME

Follow the White Bunny
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+ + THE STARFISH CULT + +

Starfish rules! With Candywitch Tools!

Huluya Starfish!

CODEX ASTEROIDEA
2013
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The Storm 
It is hiding, wants to get out and still cannot find a Way. What are you now?

You are afraid and scared, too sensitive for this Place.

Your Senses tell you a Lot, if not Everything.
Life goes its Way and you, yours.

Concentrate on it and let the Wind go his own Path.
You can hope, but not break with him.

He gets softer, someday again. It never storms here like anywhere else, never ending.

Huge Masses are moving in our Dreams, but it is not from here.

Remember if you're scared, every Storm goes by here too.
October 3185
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What is the Game 23?

"I've always said I think that it's exactly what you think it is. If you believe it is whatever 

someone else told you it is then you're doing it all wrong because you're the only one who 

could possibly know what it is." 

What we (I) think about the Game 23 .. 

No one ever spoke about it in this Way, but we all played it since we were blessed up to be 

Discordians. The Number is in all, is everything and truely is, it's a real good Value to create 

Things that you love and could go mad about. The Game 23, the Game of the Games, is the 

Godess favorite Thing and she played it before we begun it to play so she is this one great 

Dealer and the greatest Gamer of us all.

They say, the Game is an occult Archive of bombastic Knowlegde. Something great 

paranormal, something mysterious in the Matrix. Maybe the Source of everything, maybe the 

real big Kallisti. Playground for all those tiny little cutie Discordians and Priestress of Eris. A 

Real-Life-Role-Play-Game, connected to Witches and other little magical Beeings to invote 

the finest Chaos of Lady Eris Discordia into this fucking World of all those annoying 

Destroyer of this magical Planet. If we don't stop it, it will stop us.

The Game 23 - A Game that we all play, since the Godess had fucked up our Minds in old 

discordian Tradition. Heil Eris! All Hail Discordia!
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Who the Fuck is Eris?

Let me tell you all about our dear Godess I know at this Time. Actually the correct Things 
about her for sure you just have to believe! ^.^

I like the Thought that Eris is a Godess of Richness and Fertility because the Apple is in his 
global Meaning a Symbol for that. Maybe she was exactly this in her Beginning or it's just the
Part of her called "Eris", the other Site "Discordia" is this lovely sick Queen of Chaos and 
Discord that brings more from all this weird Stuff that she should bring they say. I'm no big 
Fan of it. She is so much more than this malicious Bitch, searching for Revenge or whatever 
they want lay on her. It may be right, but it's still wrong, Eris in all her Beauty to ignore. She
is a Godess from the Stars, she is the Beginning and she is what ever you wanted to see. 
Because she is One of the very first Beginning, out of the deepest Chaos. She is the Law and 
she is the Nature. The very first Lady and she goes beautier and beautier. Like a Star she 
shines brighter and brighter to light up all the Way to her Fairytale for all Discordians out 
there. It's no Secret, never trust all to 100%, just make your own Opinion. There are Truth's
like Pumpkins and each Pumpkin is his own little World with a Variable of the Truth and they 
have all their Reason to be. So how can you say you knew the absolutly Truth when every 
Pumpkin has a real Truth from a Truth and that is her. She shows you all these confusing 
Theorys about the Truth and at the End you don't even know more than a Pumpkin. Still 
Smiling in the Dark with her Light in your Heart.

My Judgement is, Eris is for me more Eris than Discord. I have the Feeling since I saw her in 
all her Beauty she saved me more and more from all this Disorder in me and in my Life. It has
a Reason why I'm on her Path. She is my great Witch-Godess. The Mother of everything. Of 
fucking everything. She gives us the Power to wake the Forces that are in us. That's what 
happend. She is Godess of Love, she is the Beauty, the only One. And now she got you too! ^.^

For me she is Life, also because the Addiction to the Five. Witches know the Magic of the 
five Elements and so for me was it so clear what they mean, this clever Discordians. Eris is so
to say the Essence of the Five (western) Elements. Five is Life, simple as that. It's a very 
good Value for everything imaginable, her Numbers are pure Magic. I'm a little discordian 
Witch! I want to rule the World! And she helped me. What you want more? I owe my life to 
her. My Life get's more and more better with her. Perfect Match so to say. I had a long Time
Issues to find my Pantheon and i'm glad to going forward with her, so they said she is also 
the Strength that push you to Success. All the Anger and Discord changes, she took it from 
me and I wish to share this Wonder with others. So I create a Lot of Things to honor  
Discordianism and it feels good. Sometimes it was a little too weird and absurd, but i'm still 
on the Way.

Since then I call me in Duty of the E.D. When I could I would build her a Temple and maybe I
can call me a Priestress of the great Godess Eris Discordia. Can I? ^.^

divynation 3186 YoLD
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This is the End.. but we are still in Process...
2020
)I(

The Countdown is working.. 2023 coming soon... Partytime :D

Join us now
#TG23

for Callings please choose 555 or 666

For more "Seelenheil"
Karmabonuspoints for free 

)I(

Join the Cult and boo!

Happy Halloween October 2020 :D
)O(
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